The original FBOE and police evidence provides the following account of the arrest of STUART on 10
March 1973. As a result of information from Dan STUART, police attended his Jindalee address. On
arrival there was a dispute between Daniel STUART Snr and another family member, police
subsequently arrested STUART for threatening police [Det GLANCY] with a knife.
STUART was transported from the address to the Brisbane watch house. While waiting to be searched
at the Brisbane watch house, Police observed STUART place a piece of paper in his mouth. An
envelope is recovered from his mouth and was found to be addressed to "Mr A MASON 234 Beams
Rd Zillmere. Q. 4304", his brother in laws address which he frequented. The envelope and enclosed
letter were addressed to Arthur MASON and was in relation to the overpayment of a money order
sent to JONES (FINCH) in England.
The letter was recovered by Police. STUART stated that the letter related to his best mate Doug
JONES. When asked, STUART denied JONES was the person Police had seen running from the Jindalee
address at the time of his arrest that evening (Appendix H - Exhibits Index).
No formal interview was conducted at the time.
Arrests of FINCH 11 March 1973
The original FBOE and police evidence provides the following account of the arrest of FINCH on 11
March 1973. At 9.15am on 11 March 1973, Detectives ATKINSON, HAYES, MOREY, GLANCY and
DELANUS attended Daniel STUART's Snr address and on arrival, they observed a male person
decamping from the premises. A passport in the name of FINCH was located at the house (with the
assistance of Dan STUART Snr).
A short time later, FINCH was intercepted by Detective ATKINSON at the nearby Jindalee Shopping
Centre and when approached, provided the false name Doug JONES. When challenged, he denied
being FINCH and again claimed his name was JONES, stating that he had arrived from England ten
days before. Detective ATKINSON had previously been shown FINCH's passport by Dan STUART Snr
and told FINCH he recognised him from his passport photo.
Det ATKINSON stated that when asked why he ran from police on 10 March 1973 and again on 11
March 1973 FINCH responded "Wouldn't you if you'd done what I've done? Kill me now, go on! Kill
me! I deserve it." Detective ATKINSON stated he formally warned FINCH and told him police wished
to question him about the WAGG fire and the deaths of fifteen persons.
Detective ATKINSON gave evidence of a number of incriminating statements made by FINCH when
initially located. Detective ATKINSON stated FINCH explained that STUART paid his way to Australia
a fortnight prior and then got him mixed up in the fire. FINCH exclaimed "Fifteen dead!". FINCH is
said to have repeatedly asked Detective ATKINSON to shoot him and commented "I nearly died when
he (STUART) told me last Thursday morning". FINCH also admitted hiding in nearby bushland since
that time. Detective ATKINSON then transported FINCH to Dan STUART's Snr address, collected Dan
STUART Snr and other police and transported FINCH to the Brisbane CIB office.
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FINCH Interview on 11 March 1973
FINCH was formally interviewed at 5.45pm on 11 March 1973, by Detectives HAYES, ATKINSON,
ROGERSON, MOREY, GRIFFITHS and REDMOND [Det Ronald Joseph REDMOND) [DOB:5/07 /32]
[Deceased], and the typed ROI [Record of Interview] records that FINCH made admissions to burning
the WAGG and causing the deaths of the fifteen victims. There is very limited detail obtained in the
confession. Investigators provided evidence that FINCH confirmed the accuracy of the interview
however he refused to sign the ROI. The interview document shows the interview was terminated at
8.15pm.
These admissions and the later incriminating statements were in the presence of several police
officers who later gave evidence as to the accuracy of the interview document. Fl NCH was provided
a copy of the unsigned ROI. Available records indicated that the validity of the ROI and other
incriminating statements represented a significant part of the prosecution brief and the defence
challenges at trial. It is noted that police did not gain any evidence from FINCH during this interview,
that was not already known from other sources at that time (Appendix I - FINCH related documents
and interviews).
Incriminating statements by FINCH and STUART on 11 March 1973
Police evidence was that STUART and FINCH in several conversations with different police made
incriminating comments about their respective roles in the planning and execution of the arson
murders.
Brisbane Watch House 11 March 1973
Records indicate that FINCH was taken after his interview, from the Brisbane CIB to the Brisbane
watch house at 8.20pm on 11 March 1973. Police evidence is that incriminating statements by FINCH
and STUART, continued at the charge counter when the pair were being formally and conjointly
charged.
Police evidence indicates that at the same time FINCH was brought to the watch house, HAYES,
ATKINSON and MOREY went to cells on first floor and had a conversation with STUART. Investigators
state STUART asked if his solicitor was present and was told "no". STUART was then removed from
his cell and taken to an interview room and he was informed that Police intended to tell him some
things and he was warned (STUART was not warned in previous contact with Police). Investigators
stated STUART confirmed that he understood this warning and did not want his solicitor present,
asking "what have you found out?" They informed STUART that when they located FINCH, he had
admitted that he was imported by STUART from England ten days previously, with the purpose of
terrorising nightclub owners to further STUART's plans for extortion. FINCH admitted during at ROI
that he had set fire to the WAGG nightclub at STUART's instigation. STUART was asked if he wished
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of letters written between STUART and FINCH while he was in England, which contained similar
references.
In the weeks before the fire, STUART was seen to have, what was for him, an unusually large sum of
cash, being about $3-400, in a roll of $20 notes. When asked how he came by the money, he told
sister in law, Rose STUART that it was a loan (see letter from STUART re McCULl(IN- stating McCULl(IN
could support the fact that he borrowed the money to bring FINCH into Australia, from AHERN and
MEADE). Also see HICKS notes re conversation he had with STUART (28/2/73) in which STUART says
he is avoiding AHERN as he owes him $300.
After FINCH arrived in Australia, he stayed with STUART at Dan STUART address and on 2 March 1973
travelled to STUART's mother's place at Burrum Heads near Bundaberg. FINCH was introduced to
STUART's family and friends as "Doug JONES". STUART and FINCH returned to Brisbane on 5 March
1973. On 5 March 1973 STUART borrowed some money from Dan and they rented a unit in MILTON
under the name TRAUTS which was STUART's usual alias (STUART spelt backwards). STUART had
wanted to stay with Doug at the house, but Rose was not happy with that arrangement.

Rented flat - 61 Heussler Terrace MILTON
After STUART's arrest, it was identified that STUART and Fl NCH had rented Unit 1/61 Heussler Terrace
MILTON under the name of TRAUTS. They had paid for the unit between 5 and 13 March 1973. The
pair were sighted at the address several times between 5 March 1973 and the morning of 8 March
1973 but were not seen at the address after the morning of 8 March 1973.
Witness David ROONEY
David ROONEY [ROONEY] [DOB: UK] resided in the unit complex at 61 Heussler Tee MILTON. He
returned from night work at approx. 7.30am on 8 March 1973. Shortly after he got home, he
observed the two men who were living in unit one, return to their unit in their dark station sedan.
He heard them moving around in their flat and then saw the man without the beard (FINCH) walk
out into the back yard and sit on the grass for about 20 minutes. At about 8.30am he saw the other
man walking towards the nearby shop which has a phone box outside. ROONEY left his flat shortly
after and did not see the pair again. ROONEY later positively identified STUART and FINCH as the
men who rented the flat. ROONEY gave evidence at trial.
Travel arranged by STUART for FINCH including money transfers etc.
Investigations subsequent to the arrest, also established that in February 1973 STUART arranged for
FINCH to travel to Brisbane from England. STUART commenced paying monies towards this travel on
13 February 1973 and FINCH was initially supposed to leave England on 21 February 1973, but this
was delayed due to FINCH not attending the airport on that date. He re-booked a flight on 26
February (London - Singapore - Brisbane) and he but ultimately arrived in Brisbane on 27 February
1973.
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The evidence that STUART arranged FINCH's travel to Australia seems indisputable. How STUART
obtained the substantial funds required to pay for FINCH to travel to Australia (Appendix J - Travel
Arrangements) was not established.
On 13 February 1973 STUART arranged for a $50 money order in the name of Doug JONES of London.
On that date Barry Robert BALDWIN [BALDWIN] [DOB:5/01/48], while employed at GPO Brisbane,
accepted a Money Order application from an Arthur MASON for the sum of $50 payable to a Douglas
JONES of Cubitt Town, London. The Money Order procedures at GPO Brisbane were outlined in the
statement of Edward Francis HARVEY [DOB:19/07/21) [Deceased). William Thomas STEWART
[DOB:12/4/35] later wrote a letter to A. MASON, 234 Beams Road, Zillmere advising that he had been
overcharged on the Money Order sent to D. JONES in England. A. MASON was another alias used by
STUART at the time. This letter advising MASON of the overcharging, was the letter STUART
attempted to destroy before being searched at the Brisbane Watch House on 10 March 1973.

On that date Ceciley Margaret LODGE [DOB:UK)- QANTAS employee took
a deposit of $260 from STUART and on 21 February 1973, STUART paid the balance of $159. 70. The
monies paid were mostly in twenty-dollar bills. The flights booked, was from London to Singapore
with a connecting flight from Singapore to Brisbane.
On 23 February 1973 STUART@ MASON attended QANTAS and arranged for a message to be sent
to FINCH in London advising of the flight details etc. A ticket was issued to a Mr FINCH on 25 February
1973. FINCH subsequently arrived in Australia on 27 February 1973. Customs Officer Trevor John
COOPER [COOPER) [DOB: 27/02/42] gave evidence that he checked FINCH into Australia on that date.
The total fare was $419.70 plus the $50 money order sent by STUART (equivalent of 17 weeks rent).

Prosecution of STUART and FINCH - Arson-Murder
Within three days of the offence, James Richard FINCH and John Andrew STUART were arrested for
arson of the WAGG nightclub and the murder of the fifteen victims. The committal hearing at Holland
Park Magistrates Court commenced on 28 May 1973 before Magistrate HAUPT. At the conclusion of
the six-week committal, FINCH and STUART were committed for trial. The trial commenced 10
September 1973 and resulted in the conviction of FINCH and STUART on 23 October 1973. The
evidence was largely circumstantial, and admission based.
Confession to MURDOCK- Prison informant
The original FBOE against FINCH included the prison confession statement of Arthur James MURDOCK
[MURDOCK) [DOB: 12/04/35). In his statement, (dated 6/09/73 - taken by ATKINSON) MURDOCK
stated he was incarcerated with FINCH and STUART and they spent time in the caged area used for
high security prisoners at Boggo Road Goal. MURDOCK who was a "prison scrounger", said he
befriended the pair and had regular contact with FINCH and STUART from March 1973. MURDOCK
said STUART was often in the lock up, so he spoke to FINCH more often, and they talked about general
things like football, fighting and racehorses. FINCH also told MURDOCK of their plans to upset the
trial after the jury was selected and asked MURDOCK to assist them to access the pieces of wire,
which they later used to self-harm in court delay tactics.
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MURDOCK stated that on 1 August 1973 he was in yard near FINCH and he asked FINCH about the
WAGG. During the conversation FINCH said "I set the place on fire. I burnt them Arthur"... I poured
the petrol". FINCH made a comment about the owners (of WAGG} and how they deserved it.. ..."
FINCH also spoke to MURDOCK about a locked door and the people not being able to get out. FINCH
said they didn't mean to kill them... but wanted to scare them. MURDOCK said to FINCH "There must
have been someone with you... somebody else...why cop the rap? ... FINCH said "We wanted to scare
them".
That was the only conversation MURDOCH had with FINCH about the case. STUART once made a
comment that he had to review paperwork about his case as "They are putting all the blame on me
and not worrying about FINCH." MURDOCK later told Prison Officer Superintendent Ronald James
BORINETTI (@"Barron Eddie") [Deceased] [DOB:24/08/26] about the wires he had given FINCH. Note
- Refer attached Sunday Sun article dated 28 October 1978 which shows cages/yard referred to in
the statement in which conversations were said to have occurred (Appendix K - Relevant Media).
MURDOCK gave this evidence at the trial, however in 1977, during contact with FINCH's solicitor
Dayle Kerry SMITH [SMITH] [Deceased] [DOB:23/07/44], MURDOCK is said to have retracted his
version. Further, in an addendum statement dated 3/02/88 taken by lnsp Graeme Stewart TROST
[DOB:7 /10/40], MURDOCK refers to a version he gave to FINCH's solicitor SMITH in 1977 as lies. He
stated his original statement to ATKINSON and HAYES was correct and his retraction was due to
pressure from other prisoners and being "dirty on police and prison officers" for charges put on him
in 1977.
Summary of FBOE against STUART and FINCH

Justice LUCAS summed up the case as follows:
STUART arrived in Brisbane in 1972, and in early 1973, STUART arranged for and paid FINCH's ticket
to come to Australia from London. On 27 February 1973 FINCH arrived in Australia after being invited
by STUART. FINCH's presence was kept quiet and he was introduced to family as Doug JONES. FINCH
and STUART rented a flat at Heussler Tee Milton between 5 and 8 March 1973.
STUART had numerous conversations with nightclub proprietors, journalist Brian BOLTON and DS
Basil HICKS about the impending nightclub bombings. STUART told HICKS and BOLTON of instructions
from Sydney criminals to him to make approaches to clubs and inform them of threats to burn down
a club. STUART arranged to meet BOLTON on the night of 8 March 1973, but BOLTON did not attend.
Police allege this was STUART attempting to arrange an alibi for himself. STUART regardless provided
an alibi - he was at the Flamingo Nightclub until after the fire.
Between 1.10pm and 10.45pm on 8 March 1973, STUART attended the Brisbane CIB office with
Solicitor William John WEIR [WEIR] [DOB: 9/12/45] and was interviewed at length. During the
interview he continued to give the account about his being approached by the group of young Sydney
criminals. STUART was interviewed by Detectives and subsequently released without charge.
There is evidence of conversations STUART had with WAGG owners, Kenneth LITTLE
[Ken][DOB:24/08/45] and Brian LITTLE [Brian] [DOB:24/09/42], WAGG Manager, John BELL and
Abraham YASSE [YASSE] [DOB: 4/10/30] (Prop of Flamingo Nightclub) which took place between 27
February 1973 (date of FINCH's arrival in Australia} and 7 March 1973.
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Torinos Arson 25 February 1973
At approx. 9.00pm on Sunday 25 February 1973 the Torinos nightclub was the subject of arson and
the building was destroyed. Inquiries established that Police were advised prior to the offence that
Torinos would be burnt down on the weekend of 24-25 February 1973. Torinos was one of a number
of arsons which occurred in the time frame of STUART's claims about the interstate extortion threat
(Appendix L - Torinos & Alice's arsons).
Pre-warning Torino Arson
An informant provided details of the planned arson attack and advised that Antonio "Tony" BELLINO
[DOB:1/11/39] had given Billy McCULKIN the job of burning down Torinos on that
weekend (Informant z- details provided to Coroner).
Witness PCSC Donald RUSSELL (Statement dated 5/09/20)
Intelligence Officer, PCSC Donald Alfred RUSSELL [DOB:3/03/38] [RUSSELL) received the information
and found it to be credible, preparing a report on 22 February 1973, outlining the details of
the information that McCULKIN had been given the job by Tony BELLINO to burn down Torinos.
As a result of this report Detectives were tasked to watch the premises however did not do so
and the premises was burnt down as predicted.
McCULKIN Torinos suspect
Billy McCULKIN states in a later interview (27/11/88 SMITHERS) that he was interviewed by Detective
KAY in relation to the Torino arson but released without charge as he was at home with his
family and his sister at the time of the fire.
After the offence it was reported in the Courier Mail (date 27/02/73 pl) that a Bulimba
overheard two Italian brothers (surname starting with 'Bell.... ') sitting in the Spaghetti Bar planning
man
the arson of Torinos. The informant understood Italian and relayed what he heard about the planning
the arson (Appendix L).
The Torinos arson was investigated by OS Edward William "Ted" WHITE [DOB: 9/8/26], Det KAY, Jack
Reginald HERBERT [DOB:18/12/24) [HERBERT) and Adams (unidentified). It is unknown which officers
were tasked to watch Torinos that weekend however they did not do so. Investigations at the time
failed to identify the offenders.
During Operation Avow, circumstances around the Torinos arson were confirmed. It was established
that the Clock Work Orange Gang [CWOG - HAMILTON, DUBOIS, Keith MEREDITH and HALL]
committed the arson, on instructions from O'DEMSPEY and McCULKIN. Peter William HALL
[DOB:25/8/45) [HALL) provided a detailed account of how they committed the offence, indicating it
was their "first and last big job" the group having scared themselves (Note relevance to FINCH
confession - the people they had lined up to commit WAGG got cold feet). Keith John MEREDITH
[DOB:2/06/47] [I< MEREDITH] confirmed the groups involvement in Torinos. Details provided by HALL
proved to be credible when compared to known information about the offence (point of entry, scene
etc)
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Barbara McCULKIN indicated to a friend knowledge of what had occurred in the Torinos arson before
WAGG. Billy McCULKIN's later wife Estelle Joyce LONG
(SM - 2015) recalled a
conversation with Billy McCULKIN about Torinos in which he stated, "It was a great fire" and smiled.
LONG stated it was clear he knew more about the fire than he should have.
WAGG Fire
The WAGG fire occurred some eleven days after the Torinos arson, and investigations quickly
focussed on STUART, principally due to his behaviour in the lead up to the fire, however a large
number of persons "known to police" were also "rounded up" and questioned during the early
investigations (RL). The original file documents confirm that Billy McCULKIN was an early suspect for
WAGG, assumedly due to his association with STUART and the intelligence re the Torino arson (SM
Colin McGRATH indicating a photo board of McCULKIN was shown to witnesses).

The WAGG running sheet (Item 45) shows that Billy McCULKIN was interviewed by Det Ferguson
"Fred" Shirley ROBERTS [Det ROBERTS] [Deceased] [DOB:18/06/31] after being located at his home
address early on 8 March 1973. McCULKIN is recorded as suggesting police should speak to STUART
and John HANNAY [HANNAY][Deceased] [DOB:22/12/43]. McCULKIN commented to Police that
HANNAY's cafe "Alice's" was also burnt down. The same entry suggests HANNAY removed and
pawned a typewriter from the WAGG prior to the fire. This information also appears from the entry
to have come from McCULKIN. A later entry confirms property pawned by HANNAY had belonged to
LITTLE (owners of WAGG).
'Alice's' Arson

The arson of a cafe owned by HANNAY which was burnt down at approx. 3.00am on 17 January 1973
was also of interest. The fire was investigated by Det John Alexander ROCHE and no person was
charged in relation to the offence. Subsequent information indicated that arson of Alice's was done
on the instruction of HANNAY for the insurance (Appendix L).

The original investigation records a number of reports of violence and disputes between clubs and
persons associated with the clubs around this period.

O'DEMPSEY Murder Inquiry 1978-1980
As at 16 January 1974, Barbara McCULKIN DOB 30/09/39 and her two daughters Vicki Lee 13yrs DOB
9/11/60 and Barbara "Leanne" 11yrs DOB 26/06/62 were residing alone at 6 Dorchester Street
Highgate Hill. After 10.00pm on the night of Wednesday 16 January 1974 Mrs McCULKIN and her
two daughters disappeared from their home and have not been seen or heard from since. Initial
investigations and subsequent 78-80 investigation obtained several statements from friends and
associates of Barbara McCULl<IN indicating she had a level of knowledge of the Torinos and WAGG
arsons and strong links to individuals suspected of involvement in these arsons. O'DEMPSEY and
DUBOIS were early suspects for the McCULKIN disappearance/murders and remained the principal
suspects during ongoing investigations.
In 1978, the newly appointed head of the Homicide Unit Det Superintendent Anthony "Tony"
MURPHY [DOB:2/10/27] [MURPHY] [Deceased] tasked two detectives, Trevor Graham MENARY
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The following night (Sunday 11/03/73 - by this date both FINCH & STUART had been arrested) Billy
McCULKIN rang about 11.00pm and asked to speak to Barbara. GILBERT recalled Barbara was very
relieved when she got off the phone and said Billy told her John STUART had been arrested for the
WAGG so it was OK for her to go home. Barbara had told GILBERT that John STUART was a friend and
had stayed at their house on occasion. Barbara borrowed some money from GILBERT and got a cab
home that night.
Witness Carol CAMPBELL (Statement dated 17/01/19)
Carol Mary CAMPBELL's
[CAMPBELL] daughter was a friend of Leanne McCULl<IN.
CAMPBELL recalled attending the McCULKIN address on at least one occasion and STUART was there.
Barbara McCULl<IN called CAMPBELL distressed the day of the WAGG fire and asked her to take
Leanne overnight. Barbara said she was expecting trouble over the back and made reference to
Sydney. Renowned criminal Billy PHILLIP's family resided at back of McCULKIN residence. Det HICKS
notes refer to contact between STUART, McCULKIN and William Garnett "Billy" PHILLIPS
prior to WAGG arson.
Billy McCULKIN Evidence (Transcript 13/02/80)
In the 1980 Coronial Inquest into his family's disappearance Billy McCULKIN is questioned by
O'DEMPSEY's legal counsel about an article written by Billy STOKES in his Ports News Journal,
referring to a Witness X".
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The line of questioning was clearly intended to publicly nominate McCULKIN as an informer.
McCULKIN is accused by O'DEMPSEY's lawyer, in his coronal evidence on 13 February 1980 as being
an informant for the WAGG investigation. McCULKIN denied being the person referred to and stated
he was never going to be a witness for the prosecution in the WAGG trial and he had told them he
had nothing to offer.
Billy McCULKIN stated in his evidence that about six months before his family disappeared, he and
O'DEMPSEY had a conversation in a hotel which got around to what happens to people who give
information to Police. Note that this conversation occurred in the period after FINCH and STUART
had been committed for trial but before the trial commenced in Sept/Oct 73.

O'DEMPSEY Antecedents and Appendix A 1980 Inquest Transcript).

Appendix B

O'DEMPSEY and DUBOIS Committed for Trial 1980
On 2 April 1980, Coroner R. BOUGOURE found the circumstances surrounding the disappearance of
the McCulkins were identical. He found that the three disappeared on or about 16 January 1974 from
their home at 6 Dorchester St Highgate Hill in circumstances which indicate they did not intend to
leave of their own free will and have met their deaths due to violence. BOUGOURE found that there
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1988, via a letter from his lawyer Bill POTTS (Appendix N-McCULKIN Letter from Solicitor) denying
the allegations of FINCH.

